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WARNING: A VIDETAPES OF THE NEWSCAST SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE FBIS TV CENTER. VIDETAPES MAY BE ORDERED DIRECTLY FROM FBIS BY CALLING THE FOLLOWING TOLL-FREE NUMBERS: AND IN VIRGINIA TAPES NOT ORDERED WITHIN 30 DAYS WILL BE ERASED.

SERIAL: OW13312045090
PASS: ATTN TV CENTER
COPY TO MOD (2), AG
COUNTRY: USSR
SUBJ: VIDEO SELECTION LIST; MOSCOW MOS 90-1152
SOURCE: MOSCOW TELEVISION SERVICE IN RUSSIAN 1900 GMT 12 DEC 90

TEXT: //((FROM THE "120 MINUTES" PROGRAM; GOOD RECEPTION; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF TAPE))

1. (0418) N. KLEPOV VIDEO REPORT ON EXHIBITION IN PERN DEVOTED TO PASTERNAK; SHOTS OF PHOTOGRAPHS ON DISPLAY. (0606)
2. (1657) VBORNOV VIDEO REPORT FROM ITALY ON CEREMONIAL RETURN OF REMAINS OF ITALIAN SOLDIERS WHO DIED IN THE USSR DON REGION DURING WWII; SHOTS OF CEREMONY IN ITALY. (1928)
3. (3755) INTERVIEW WITH EMIGRE RUSSIAN CHEKHOV-BOTKIN WHO HAS BROUGHT BOOK TO USSR FOR PUBLICATION; SHOTS OF HANDICRAFT MADE FROM SKINS. (5622)
4. (4033) V. GERASIMOV VIDEO REPORT FROM MAGADAN ON TIES BETWEEN ALASKA, MAGADAN SCHOOLCHILDREN; SHOTS OF SOVIET CHILDREN VISITING ALASKA. (4234)
5. (4235) S. YEGOROV VIDEO REPORT ON PAINTINGS BY BURTSEV DEPICTING HIS ENCOUNTERS WITH UFO'S; SHOTS OF PAINTINGS. (4330)
6. (5352) YE. FISHNEVA VIDEO REPORT ON KHAVAROVSK WOMAN LAPSKHINA WHO IS PRESERVING HANDBRAZERY SKILLS; SHOTS OF HABERDASHERY GOODS MADE FROM SKINS. (5622)
7. (5633) L. ZIBAREVA VIDEO REPORT FROM LENINGRAD HOUSE OF MODELS FEATURING LATEST HAIR STYLES; SHOTS OF MODELS. (5826)

TAPE 2:
1. (1458) V. ROMANTSOV VIDEO REPORT FROM MOSCOW EXHIBITION OF AIRPORT EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY THE CFFR "TESLA" COMPANY; SHOTS OF INSTRUMENTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, SMALL MODEL OF RADAR INSTALLATION ON DISPLAY. (1619)
2. (3606) O. SOSNOVSKAYA VIDEO REPORT FROM ASTRAKHAN ON DUSHANBE FOLK MEDICINE SPECIALIST USING PHYSIOTHERAPY AS HEALING METHOD; SHOTS OF SOSNOVSKAYA RECEIVING TREATMENT; INTERVIEWS WITH HAPPY PATIENTS. (4026)
3. (4055) YE. KLYUYEVA VIDEO REPORT FROM MOSCOW EXHIBITION OF WORKS BY KAZAKH CHILD PRODIGY; SHOTS OF WATER COLOR BRUSH PAINTINGS. (4308)
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4. (4920) A. Murashkin video report on UNESCO sponsored Silk Road expedition; shots of Omani ruler's ship carrying the expedition, views of Muscat port where ship called on, way from Venice to Japan. (5134)

5. (5420) I. Minayev video report on Moscow conference on alcohol, drug rehabilitation work; shots of participants, some figures on addicts in USSR, interview with Prof. Ivantsev of All-Union Scientific Center for Narcoology who notes little is being done in USSR to combat problems. (5634)

6. (5660) G. Listova introduces poet Rubal'skaya, author of popular ballads; shots of the poetess. (5949) 121900 RJ/Albrecht PA001312.003 13/0451Z DEC BT #2131 NNNN NNNN